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Finally a book on Wireless Sensor Networks that covers real world applications and contains practical advice!    

    Kuorilehto et al. have written the first  practical guide to wireless sensor networks. The authors draw on their experience in the development and field-testing of autonomous wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to offer a comprehensive reference on fundamentals, practical matters, limitations and solutions of this fast moving research area.    

    

    Ultra Low Energy Wireless Sensor Networks in Practice:    

    

	Explains the essential problems and issues in real wireless sensor networks, and analyzes the most promising solutions.      


    

	Provides a comprehensive guide to applications, functionality, protocols, and algorithms for WSNs.      


    

	Offers practical experiences from new applications and their field-testing, including several deployed networks.      


    

	Includes simulations and physical measurements for energy consumption, bit rate, latency, memory, and lifetime.      


    

	Covers embedded resource-limited operating systems, middleware and application software.      


    Ultra Low Energy Wireless Sensor Networks in Practice will prove essential reading for Research Scientists, advanced students in Networking, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science as well as Product Managers and Design Engineers.     

     About the Author
   

Timo D. Hämäläinen is Professor and Institute Vice President at Tampere University of Technology, Finland. Timo acted as a senior research scientist and project manager at TUT from 1997-2001. In 2001 he was nominated full professor at TUT/Institute of Digital and Computer Systems. He heads the DACI research group that focuses on three main lines: wireless local area networking and wireless sensor networks, high-performance DSP/HW based video encoding, and interconnection networks with design flow tools for heterogeneous SoC platforms. He has published over 30 refereed international journals and over 150 conference publications.    

    Marko Hännikäinen is Senior Research Scientist and Mauri Kuorilehto, Mikko Kohvakka, Jukka Suhonen, Panu Hämäläinen are all Research Scientists at Tampere University of Technology, Finland.       
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Linux+ Certification Study GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2007
The most exam-focused CompTIA Linux+ study guide available
This fully integrated study system delivers trusted and up-to-date coverage of the newly revised CompTIA Linux+ certification exam. Featuring more than 200 review questions, step-by-step exercises, and in-depth explanations, this is the only study guide to...
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e-Learning and Social Networking Handbook: Resources for Higher EducationRoutledge, 2008

	Student engagement with digital learning resources and online social networking are strong forces in education today. How can these resources best be utilized by educators and course designers in higher education? This book aims to provide the reader with enough background information to appreciate the value of social networking, especially...
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Synthetic Metal Containing PolymersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The development of the field of synthetic metal-containing polymers - where metal atoms form an integral part of the main chain or side group structure of a polymer - aims to create new materials which combine the processability of organic polymers with the physical or chemical characteristics associated with the metallic element or complex. This...
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Program Management for Improved Business ResultsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Superior program management begins with superior information and strategy


	Program Management for Improved Business Results, Second Edition is a practical guide to real-world program management, written to align with the rigorous PMI® PgMP® certification standards. The book explains the benchmarks and best...
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Bad Astronomy: Misconceptions and Misuses Revealed, from Astrology to the Moon Landing "Hoax"John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Advance praise for Philip Plaits Bad Astronomy      

"Bad Astronomy is just plain good! Philip Plait clears up every misconception on astronomy and space you never knew you suffered from." —Stephen Maran, Author of Astronomy for Dummies and editor of The Astronomy and Astrophysics Encyclopedia      
...
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The English Parliaments of Henry VII 1485-1504 (Oxford Historical Monographs)Oxford University Press, 2009
Paul Cavill offers a major reinterpretation of early Tudor constitutional history. In the grand "Whig" tradition, the parliaments of Henry VII were a disappointing retreat from the onward march towards parliamentary democracy. The king was at best indifferent and at worst hostile to parliament; its meetings were cowed and quiescent,...
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